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The game everybody knows and loves as a tv show

Half hour studio game show

Demographic: Family

Winner is one with most $$ in bank not necessarily one who gets the most clues right.

Behind each clue is a $$ amount, that is what you win if you get the clue right.

Each week starts with the carry over champion choosing the category of the crossword

(Entertainment, sport, news and current affairs, general knowledge or cryptic).

Crosswords takes three rounds to complete as many crosswords as possible

In the fi nal round the winner gets to compete in speed round of a 6x6 crossword,

each word right escalates the prize money exponentially.

Transcript:

Welcome to CROSSWORD.
We have three new contestants tonight, Jake, Sally and Chris. 
How are you all? Let’s get started…Jake please pick a category
from the board…
1. Entertainment 
2. Sport 
3. News and Current Affairs 
4. General Knowledge 
5. Cryptic 
Entertainment…there it is on the screens. Your fi rst clue please Jake.
8 Down thanks Sophie.
Let’s have a look at what it is worth…$500! That is a great fi rst pick.  
“xxxxx”
That is correct, another clue please.
1Across
Let’s have a look at what it is worth…$100! Not as good as last time, 
but have a go.
“xxxxx”
No, that is incorrect. Next clue please Sally. It’s your fi rst chance
to get on the board.
1 Across
We know this is worth $100, let’s hope you get it.
“xxxxx” 
Correct, well done. Next clue please Sally.
2Down
What’s that one worth, please show us all…$250. OK, what is your 
answer?
“xxxxx”
I’m sorry, that is incorrect…it’s on to you Chris. Would you like
to take 2Down or pick another clue?
I’ll take it thanks Sophie,
“xxxxx”
Correct, well done you are now all on the board. Etc..

Well that was the last clue for crossword and you got it. Chris, this 
gives you the choice of the next category, what will it be? But fi rst let’s 
have a quick look at the leader, Jake on $2,000, Sally on $3,500 and 
Chris on $1,500.
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